In vitro/in vivo functionality of Catapres-TTS.
The in vitro and in vivo functionality of Catapres-TTS, a transdermal therapeutic system that delivers the alpha adrenergic receptor agonist clonidine, is discussed in terms of the drug transport kinetics and resultant plasma drug concentration profiles. The design of Catapres-TTS is presented as an optimization by which the best combination of system performance characteristics is obtained within the inherent limitations of the transdermal drug transport properties and the known pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties of the drug. Clonidine is a potent antihypertensive agent with a relatively low therapeutic index. For Catapres-TTS, the majority of control over the drug input rate resides within the system, rather than within the skin, which significantly reduces the variability in drug input rate and resulting plasma drug concentration both within and between patients. Moreover, the presence of a rate-control element in the system allows for patterning of the drug release rate. An initial bolus of drug is placed in the contact adhesive layer, where its transport into the skin is not inhibited by the rate control element in the system, for reduction in the time needed to achieve steady state drug input. The selection of the loading dose of drug is described as an optimization between the minimization of the lag time and the maintenance of constant plasma drug concentrations during the crossover period between system applications in chronic therapy.